
GIN TASTING
Gin has in recent times become the trendiest spirit to be seen with and there appears to be a new incarnation hitting the shelves 
literally every week. The ease of production and very loose definition of what gin actually is, has democratised distilling to such a 
degree that everyone wants to make it! In essence, Gin is a spirit with a predominant flavour of juniper berries, which account for 
its tangy crispness and refreshing attributes. There are various styles of gin with London Dry Gin being the most popular. While 
juniper must be the dominant flavour, other botanicals can be used to make gin, and there is no limit to what can be used - these 
often include anise, liquorice root, saffron, cinnamon, cassia bark and orris root. The term ‘Gin’ might derive from either the 
Dutch "jenever" or the French “genièvre" - both of which mean ‘juniper’.  Gin can be made with any neutral spirit, so production 
methods can vary greatly. It is how the spirit is flavoured that marks the difference between the various styles. The two principal 
styles are distilled gin and compound gin. Distilled gin is made by re-distilling neutral spirit with the botanicals, whereas 
compound gin is made by simply steeping spirit in botanicals without re-distillation. On a final note please be aware that the legal 
definition of Gin indicates that it is a distilled spirit with a minimum bottled strength of 37.5% ABV. If you see a gin advertised at 
an ABV less than 37.5% it is more than likely to be a Gin Liqueur, which is something completely different! 

HIC! GIN TASTING FLIGHT 
(Our Gin Tasting includes a selection of Artisan Drinks Co. Tonics to try alongside each Gin) 

1. Comte de Grasse 44ºN Gin  - 44% ABV | France                                 Retail Bottle Price: £70 
Comte de Grasse is influenced by the terroir, heritage and innovation from the beautiful Côte d’Azur in France. Combining traditional 
craftsmanship with cutting edge distillation techniques they aim to reinvent the concept of luxury spirits. Everything about 44ºN is unique and 
unlike any other in the industry. They embrace age-old perfume distilling techniques and apply them alongside cutting edge, scientific 
technologies in the production process. Ultrasonic maceration, vacuum distillation and CO2 critical extraction are some of the techniques they 
use to get the best out of each botanical. 44ºN Gin is the very essence of the Mediterranean on your tongue. It captures the brilliance of the sea 
and the windswept aromas of the Mediterranean in every drop. Fresh, zingy lemon peel and grapefruit hit your nose. It has a blooming floral 
body with hints of Grasse’s Rose Centifolia and jasmine, picked locally in the area. Cade, orris and honey give it a sweet yet musky effect that 
lingers on the tongue, holding their own as floral and citrus notes mingle nicely together to the finish.  

2. Inverroche Cape Fynbos Amber Gin - 43% ABV | South Africa                       Retail Bottle Price: £38 
The Inverroche Distillery is based in Still Bay, on the southern coast of South Africa. Unique to Inverroche are the elements of Still Bay that 
come together to create a rare ecosystem called Fynbos. This small belt of natural vegetation is home to 9,500 different species of plants and 
vegetation with 70% of them only growing in the area around Still Bay. And Inverroche is the very first gin to capture the unique flavours of the 
Fynbos. With sour fig as the lead botanical, Inverroche Amber is a rich and aromatic, amber coloured gin with fresh citrus, slight juniper, sweet 
toffee apples and delicate floral notes which intertwine to deliver a dry, woody finish. 

3. Manly Spirits Co. Lily Pink Gin - 40% ABV | Australia                         Retail Bottle Price: £37 
Manly Spirits Co. is an artisan distillery based in the Northern beaches of Sydney, Australia. They take inspiration from the stunning marine 
environment of Sydney harbour and Manly Beach to produce exceptional spirits with unique botanical flavours. Lilly Pilly Pink Gin is crafted 
using the vibrant and succulent summer berries of the Australian native Lilly Pilly and rambling edible pink flowers found tucked in the coastal 
dunes of the Northern Beaches of Sydney, Australia. This fruity pink gin with its all natural raspberry infused pink hue has been handcrafted for 
pure tastebud delight. A classic gin foundation with soft red berry notes from Lilly Pilly and raspberry complemented with citrus from native 
limes and blood orange lead to a refreshing fruit finish. 

4. Harrogate Tipple Blueberry Gin - 43% ABV | England                                              Retail Bottle Price: £32 
Harrogate Tipple are a small batch, family run distillery based in the beautiful and historical Ripley Castle Estate in Harrogate, North Yorkshire. 
The owners, Steve and Sally Green, aim to keep everything as local as possible and so they source their botanicals from the 750 year castle’s 
walled gardens and use the world-famous Harrogate Spring water in the production process. Harrogate Tipple Blueberry Gin is a celebration of 
the health qualities of blueberries and holidays with clear blue seas and skies. All the blueberries are hand-picked then distilled with delicate 
botanicals, which include cornflower petals which give this gin its beautifully unique and subtle hue. It’s finished exclusively with Harrogate 
Spring Water 

5. Harrogate Tipple Gooseberry Gin - 43% ABV | England                        Retail Bottle Price: £32 
What makes Harrogate Tipple particularly special is that they have a legend of the distilling industry looking after the production - Master 
Distiller, Tom Nichol. With over 40 years experience in the industry Tom is famous for his well known drinks creations (including Tanqueray 
10) and he’s the one making sure every batch is of the highest quality and produced with care and attention. Traditional Yorkshire Gooseberries 
are handpicked from the garden’s very own gooseberry bushes and are then distilled with delicate botanicals including lavender and finished 
again, exclusively with Harrogate Spring Water. Garden Sorrel Roots help give this gin its wonderful character and unique green hue. Tangy 
gooseberry flavours are balanced with sweet floral notes in this gin. 



GIN TASTING

THE ARTISAN DRINKS CO. 
The Artisan Drinks Co. is a premium mixer company created in late 2018 by three founders who combined their different skills 
and passions to make a different type of mixer brand. Steve Cooper is the entrepreneur of the group, Alan Walsh is a Monaco 
based artist who is behind the label designs and Mikey Enright is a mixologist and owner of The Barber Shop Sydney, voted the 
World’s Best Gin Bar 2020. Mikey’s love of gin means that he has developed all the recipes to complement craft spirits rather 
than drowning them in sugar or artificial flavours. All the Artisan Drinks Co. Tonics are made with 100% natural ingredients and 
feature label designs by international artist Alan Walsh. 

ARTISAN DRINKS CO. CLASSIC LONDON TONIC 
The Classic London Tonic is made with natural quinine and is only 66 Kcals per bottle. The recipe is made with a natural blend of 3 citrus 
flavours to enhance and complement the botanicals in gin. The natural quinine and fresh citrus combination provides a super clean finish and is 
perfect for a quality premium London Dry Gin. "Sketched during rush hour from a pub near London's Savile Row. This dapper gent puts his 
own stamp on dressing for business in the city” - Alan Walsh 

ARTISAN DRINKS CO. PINK CITRUS TONIC 
The elegant pink hue combines with an unmistakeable fresh pink grapefruit aroma to make a great first impression. The taste is a clean citrus 
blend of pink grapefruit, blood orange and lemon with a hint of basil. Only 68 Kcals per bottle this is perfect added to a classic Dry Gin to create 
a fresh spin on Pink Gin. "Sleek, sassy and certainly not lacking in confidence she stood soaking up the Mediterranean sunshine adjacent to our 
restaurant on the star-studded island of Capri. I had to borrow a waiter's note pad to quickly sketch this fresh Italian Princess before she was 
whisked aboard a classic Riva yacht" Alan Walsh 

ARTISAN DRINKS CO. AGAVE LEMON TONIC 
The Lemon Tonic is a Mex mix of lemon juice, agave syrup, a touch of chilli and rock salt. The lightly clouded bitter lemon colour and aroma 
comes from organic lemon juice. Depth and distinctive character arrives in the form of smooth agave syrup, blended with a pinch of rock salt and 
chilli. "Style with attitude is his life motto, a sharp drink needs a sharp dresser and this South American man of mystery is certainly that. Waiting 
patiently for his chauffeur on a fruit crate watching the world go by, oblivious to the fact I've just sketched him" Alan Walsh 

ARTISAN DRINKS CO. VIOLET BLOSSOM TONIC 
The Violet Blossom Tonic is a blossom for all seasons. This violet virtuoso is only 74 Kcals per bottle. The flavour profile is an initial light floral 
blend of violet blossom, apple blossom and elderflower balanced by fragrant herbs, basil and rosemary, and a clean lemon finish. This is a great 
partner for a classic green and fresh juniper forward Gin. "This elegant lady was sketched straight from the steps at the Cannes Film Festival. 
She has an effortless style and grace along with a playful twist." Alan Walsh 

ARTISAN DRINKS CO. AMALFI LIME TONIC 
An aromatic citrus concerto inspired by the fresh flavours and aromas of the Amalfi Coast. With a zesty fresh lime flavour, combined with 
peppery rosemary and lemon verbena, Bergamot adds a fragrant finale to round off this Italian inspired work of art. Only 61 kCals per bottle 
(15% lower in sugar than standard tonics) this is perfect when paired with a craft gin led by citrus botanicals. "Summer time in the luxury Italian 
cliffside village of Positano makes for great people watching. As the midday sun shone brightly, this stylish A-List movie star glistened and stole 
the show as she chatted with friends on the pebbled beach. The perfect fit for a tonic inspired by the Dolce Vita lifestyle..." Alan Walsh


